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ABSTRACT 

The Nuclear Chemistry Division of Lawrence Llvermore 
National Laboratory 1s In the midst of upgrading Its radia
tion counting facilities to automate data acquisition and 
quality control. This upgrade requires control of a pulse 
height analyzer (PHA) from an Interactive LSI-11/23 worksta
tion running RSX-11H. The PHA 1s a micro-computer based 
multichannel analyzer system providing data acquisition, 
storage, display, manipulation and Input/output from up to 
four Independent acquisition Interfaces. Control of the 
analyz?r Includes reading and writing energy spectra. Issu
ing commands, and servicing device Interrupts. The analyzer 
communicates to the host system over a 9600-baud serial line 
using the Digital Data Communications Link Level Protocol 
(DDCMP). We relieved the RSX workstation CPU from the DDCMP 
overhead by Implementing a DEC compatible In-house designed 
DMA serial line board (the ISL-11) to communicate with the 
analyzer. An RSX I/O device driver was written to complete 
the path between the analyzer and the RSX system by provid
ing the link between the communication board and an applica
tion task. The I/O driver 1s written to handle several 1SL-
11 cards all operating 1n parallel thus providing support 
for control of multiple analyzers from a single workstation. 
The RSX device driver. Its design and use by application 
code controlling the analyzer, and Its operating environment 
will be discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Nuclear Chemistry Division of Lawrence Llver
more National Laboratory 1s charged with support of 
Nuclear Test Program diagnostics. Support 1s also 
provided to on-going efforts 1n the Safeguards Pro
gram, the Environmental Program, Hazards Control 
Program, geological research, and basic research 1n 
nuclear science. The Nuclear Chemistry Counting 
Facility (NCCF) Is a collection of over 100 experi
ments performing alpha, beta, x-ray counting and 
spectroscopy, and magnetic mass-spectroscopy In a 
variety of configurations using sealer/timers, 
multichannel scalers, single channel analyzers, and 
multichannel analyzers. 

Currently tha Nuclear Chemistry Division Is 1n the 
midst of an engineering upgrade project to meet 
changing needs and to take advantage of new techno
logies. Efforts Include automation of data acqui
sition and quality control, use of state-of-the-art 
technology, and replacement of unrelliible and 
unmaintainable instrumentation. 

In order to support the faci l i ty, a network of dis
tributed control (Interactive LSI-11/23 worksta
tions running RSX-11M) with a centralized data base 
(VAX 11/750) for data reduction and storage has 
been developed and Integrated into,a flexible and 
reliable data acquisition network,1 the NCCF-NET 
(see Figure 1). 

•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Llvermore National 
Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48. 
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Figure 1. The LLNL Nuclear Chemistry Counting \ \ n 
Facility. ^ * * 



Through Interaction with one of the workstations, 
users can control data acquisition and experiment 
scheduling on a l l attached nuclear Instrumentation. 
Sample changers used to position samples In front 
of detectors are controlled by CAMAC hardware 
Interfaced with the workstation. CAMAC design and 
Implementation wi l l not be discussed In this paper. 
Control of multiple pulse height analyzers (PHA) 
from a single workstation 1s achelved through the 
use of an In-house designed serial l ine communica
tion card. The serial l ine card 1s Interfaced with 
an I/O device driver to complete the path between 
the serial l ine card and application tasks Imple
mented on the workstation. 

RSX WORKSTATIONS 

The RSX workstation 1s an Interactive device 
through which scientists enter counting parameters 
that control experiment scheduling, data acquisi
t i o n , and data analysis. Each workstation main
tains I ts own schedule and count execution para
meters. 

The workstation (see Figure 2) consists of an LS1-
11/23 processor with 22-bit memory address support 
running under the RSX-11M V4.1 operating system. 
The processor has 512 Kbytes of task memory to pre
clude foreseeable memory contention problems. 
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Detectors 
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LSI-11/23 

CAMAC Subsyitim 
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NDCMP 
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Figure 2. Block diagram of a typical workstation 
and Its attached Instrumentation. 

There are four communications lines, 2 local termi
nal lines for user Interaction, and 2 DECNET lines 
which provide both a link to the central node (VAX 
11/750) and a path for remote user Interaction. 30 
Mbytes of mass storage for local data manipulation 
and storage are provided by a DSD 890 which also 
includes a cartridge tape drive for data transfer/ 
backup. A small desk top printer provides user 
output and diagnostics. The terminal used Is a 
standard DEC VT-100 with advanced video options. 

Also Included with the workstation 1s a CAMAC sub
system for manipulation of CAMAC modules attached 
to the workstation. The amount of Instrumentation 
controlled by the workstation 1s limited by the 
amount of backplane space 1n the LSI-11 chassis. 
Currently we are configured for 3 PHAs and one 
CAMAC crate. The three PHAs allow control of up to 
12 detectors (4 detectors/PHA). The CAMAC crate 
supplies not only Interfacing to all Instrumenta
tion other than the PHAs, but also Includes modules 
which provide for communication and control of 
remote CAMAC crates. 
When executing a count, workstations move .a sample 
1n front of the detector, set up the PHA with a 
series of low level software commands and wait for 
count completion. Upon count completion, PHA data 
1s dumped to tr>e workstation and forwarded to the 
VAX by application code specifically designed for 
that purpose. It Is the function of the worksta
tion to collect data for use by the central compu
ter's data base. The data 1s stared, then sent to 
the VAX for reduction, analysis, and report genera
tion. Virtually every aspect of the pulse height 
analyzer 1s controlled from the workstation. 

PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER 
The PHA chosen was the Nuclear Data ND66L. It 1s a 
microcomputer-based, multichannel analyzer system 
with the capability of being operated both as a 
stand-alone analyzer and a remote computer termi
nal. 5 The ND66L provides us with complete data 
acquisition, storage, display, manipulation, and 
Input/output capability and flexibility. It sup
ports acquisition from up to four Independent ana
log to digital converters for simultaneous acquisi
tion In three modes: Pulse height analysis, multi
channel scaling (MCS), and sequential listing 
(LIST). Data 1s selectively acquired 1n separate 
memory groups ranging 1n size from 256 to 8192 
channels to permit acquisition and storage of 
multiple spectra. In addition to acquisition and 
display of spectra, the analyzer can Intensify, 
expand and overlay portions of the spectra, and 
provide quantitative values of Interest. 

Using the'Remote Terminal jnr". Communications Firm
ware provided as an option with the ND66L, the 
ND66L can be operated as a remote acquisition sys
tem under control of an external host computer/5 

The RSX workstation previously described serves as 
the host computer remotely controlling the ND66L. 
External control of the ND66L system requires 
generation of a program which uses commands 1n the 
same manner as an operator uses the keyboard on the 
ND66L. All user-initiated keyboard operations can 
also be requested by the workstation. In addition, 
spectra can be either dumped or loaded over this 
Interface. This allows the RSX workstation to set 
up acquisition parameters, start and stop acquisi
tion, perform data manipulation and send or receive 
data. ND66L Communications Firmware uses Digital 
Data Communications Message Protocol (DDCMP)' to 
facilitate message transmission between computer 
systems over a dedicated asynchronous serial line 
unit with data transfer rates up to 38.4 Kbaud. On 
top of DDCMP, Nuclear Data has added NDCMP,* an 
application specific transport layer which com
pletes the necessary robust communications environ
ment. 



A software package was shipped wi th the ND66L which 
provides for communication between an RT-11 system 
and the PHA via a standard s e r i a l l i ne card. This 
package implemented both the DDCHP protocol and the 
NDCMP transport layer . The I n i t i a l design of the 
Nuclear Chemistry Upgrade Project f i t well with the 
del ivered communication package as the design 
ca l led for an RT-11 system t o act as a data and 
control channel between the workstation and the 
PHA. Later design changes required di rect communi
cat ion between the N066L and a workstation running 
under the RSX-11H operating system. Since no s o f t 
ware package existed which provided for communica
t i o n between the PHA and workstation we were forced 
to look for a viable s o l u t i o n . An 1n-house 
designed ser ia l l ine card, the I n t e l l i g e n t Ser ia l 
Line ( ISL-11) for LSI-11 processors proved to be 
the answer to our problem. Communication between 
the workstation and PHAs take place via the I S L - 1 1 . 

microprocessor. There are three major components 
of the card: the microprocessor Including program 
and data memory; a d i f f e r e n t i a l (RS-422) ser ia l 
l i n e In ter face; and a DMA (Direct Memory Access) 
In ter face to the L S I - 1 1 . Address and vector 
assignments are strappable and the board supports 
both 18-bi t addressing and four - leve l In ter rupt 
a r b i t r a t i o n . There are four Independent in te r rup t 
b i t s , each with I t s own In ter rupt vector and 
strappable to QBUS In ter rupt l eve ls . Included on 
the card is a diagnostic connector for analysis of 
the on-board microprocessor operation. This card 
1s packaged as a standard D i g i t a l quad-height, 
four - l ayer , printed c i r c u i t board and 1s compatible 
with l S I - l l / 2 s and LSI -11 /233 . The board contains 
87 integrated c i - c u l t s and 1s f u l l y socketed. 

ISL-11 COMMUNICATION CARD 

The I n t e l l i g e n t SeMal Line card ( ISL-11) provides 
0-bus compatibi l i ty and DMA capab i l i t i es to the 
workstation with a standard in te r face to the PHA 
(see Figure 3 ) . The ISL-11 operates at 9600-baud 
using the DDCMP protocol thus re l i ev ing the work
s ta t ion CPU from the DDCMP overhead. Messages 
passing through the ISL-11 are transferred to/ f rom 
the LSI -11 memory via the ISL DMA I n t e r f a c e . 

& 
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Figure 3 . The ISL-11 in te r faces the ND66L to the 
RSX workstat ion. 

DDCMPK,2 the version of DDCMP Implemented on the 
I S L - 1 1 , performs the functions necessary to 
complete these t rans fe rs . The handshaking used t o 
synchronize DDCMPK and the ISL dr iver 1s speci f ied 
by the ISL driver documentation. The description 
of DDCMPK and the handshaking Involved 1s beyond 
the scope of th is paper. The 1n-house designed 
ISL-11 card is a general purpose communication 
card . While o r i g i n a l l y developed for a communica
t ions multiplexor and programmed for the SCULL 
(Ser ia l Communication U t i l i t y for Long Links) 
Protocol 1t was adaptable f o r our job and DDCMP,J 

Our project design team designed and Implemented 
the DDCMP protocol on the card 1n firmware to en
sure - e l l a b l e and compatible-communications between 
the workstation and the PHA. Z 

The ISL-11 communication card (see Figure 4 ) 1s a 
programmable ser ia l l i n e card with an on-board 

Figure 4 . ISL-11 pr inted c i r c u i t board. 

The microprocessor con t ro l l ing the board (see 
Figure 5) 1s the In te l 8039, a s ingle -chip , eight 
b i t processor with 128 bytes of RAM and 27 Input / 
output l i n e s . An In te rva l timer is included on the 
chip and can be used for programmable time-outs in 
conjunction with the 9.216 MHz processor clock. 
The processor has separate program and data space 
with 6K words of EPROM avai lab le for the program 
and IK words of RAM for data storage. 

i^T: 
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Figure 5. Block diagram of the I n t e l l i g e n t Ser ia l 
Line ( I S L - 1 1 ) . 
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Peripheral chips to the processor are mapped Into 
the processor's data space. 
The serial line Interface Is based around a DART 
(universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter) built 
by Western Digital, the WD8250 Asynchronous 
Cor.-sun'cation Element. All characteristics such as 
baud rate, word length and parity detection are 
programmable via the processor. Using a 3.072 MHz 
clock rate (1/3 of the processor rate), the DART 1s 
capable of all standard baud rates up to 56K baud. 
The UART drives an EIA RS422 compatible serial 
line. This Interface Includes line protection cir
cuitry and will drive lines up to 2 miles 1n 
length. 
The LSI-11 Interface 1s comprised of two parts: 
two memory-mapped I/O registers and a DMA Inter
face. The registers Include a control-status 
register, used for Initialization and communication 
handshaking, and a parameter register used for 
parameter loading upon Initialization. The DMA 
Interface 1s capable of word or byte transfers, to 
or from the LSI-11 memory, without the aid of the 
processor. This Interface 1s capable of single-
cycle mode DMAs only. 
The major role of the ISL-11 1s to supply a reli
able I/O communication Interface between the PHA 
and the workstation, thus relieving the workstation 
CPU from the overhead involved with DDCMP. This 
also Insulates the upper level software from the 
details of DDCMP on this device. Although an RSX 
I/O device driver software package existed for the 
ISL-11 device, It proved to have problems when 
transferring very large amounts of data from the 
PHA to LSI memory. This problem was Intolerable, 
therefore, the ISL driver was rewritten to strictly 
adhere to RSX-11M programming conventions in order 
to ensure the Integrity of the RSX Executive. 

ISL I/O DEVICE DRIVER 
Workstation application code sends messages to the 
PHA through the ISL-11 via RSX 010 system calls to 
the ISL device driver. The ISL I/O device driver 
services the needs of the ISL-11 communication card 
within the RSX workstation. The ISL driver 
receives and services I/O Interrupts from the ISL-
11, initiates I/O operations on the ISL when 
requested to do so by the RSX Executive, cancels 
1n-progress I/O operations, and performs Initiali
zation of the device and the device database upon 
loading and power-up. 
Only QIO calls designed to initiate a send or 
receive transmission on the ISL-11 are queued by 
the ISL driver. All other QIO calls are processed 
immediately. 010 calls requesting a receive func
tion contain buffers to be filled by the ISL card. 
This QIO call may specify to the ISL driver an AST 
address or an event flag specific to the PHA 1n 
question. When the receive buffer has been filled, 
the ISL card causes an interrupt to happen, the 
driver then retrieves the data and causes the 
specified AST or event flag to occur. In our code, 
as soon as the owning task recognizes the AST, it 
posts another buffer to the ISL driver while still 
In the AST state. This ensures there Is always a 
receive buffer posted to each ISL. Queuing buffers 
during the AST state has proven to be a reliable 
and effective means for synchronizing communica

tions between a PHA and application code con
trolling that PHA. 
The ISL device driver requires 2.6K bytes minimum 
of memory.* It 1s written to run on an LSI-11/23 
processor running V3.2 or higher of DSX-11M. The 
language used 1s DEC MACRO-11 assembly language. 
The ISL driver is the I/O driver specifically writ
ten for th> LLNL designed ISL-11 asynchronous com
munications card for LSI-11 processors. It Is a 
user-written loadable driver thus making 1t easier 
to Incorporate Into a system. There are two main 
sections to the driver: the driver code which con
trols interaction of the ISL-11 with the CPU, and 
the driver database which contains data structures 
defining the configuration of the ISL-lls to the 
RSX Executive. 

As sn Integral part of the RSX Executive, the ISL 
driver possesses its own context, allows and dis
allows Interrupts, and synchronizes access to Its 
shared data base with that of other RSX Executive 
processes. This last detail, synchronizing access 
to a shared data base, proved to be one major prob
lem with the Initial version of the ISL driver. 
Design of the I/O data structures (i.e. DCB, UCB, 
SCB) for the Is'. driver allows for control of 
multiple devices from the ISL device driver. By 
synchronizing access tD the I5L driver data base, 
the ISL driver can handle several ISL-11,devices 
all operating 1n parallel thus allowing control of 
multiple PHAs frt, a single workstation (see Figure 
6 )- , v. 
The ISL driver includes operating parameters' which 
must be tailored to the specific environment. 
Hardware parameters define the device address and 
Interrupt vectors. Software parameters define the 
UART characteristics. The driver code contains 
parameters defining the UART characteristics and 
the device addresses of the first ISL-11 device 1n 
the computer. The UART parameters define the 
characteristics for all ISL devices using the 
driver code. Parity, stop bits, bits/character and 
speed must be rxjtually agreed upon by the conrnuni-
eatlng parties. The device address register set 1t 
only for the first ISL device. 

The ISL driver and ISL-11 card are specifically 
designed for 18-bit RSX systems but they can be 
used in 22-bit systems 1f they are loaded within 
the lowest 256 Kbyte of memory (18-bit addressable 
memory). Any application code Interfacing to the 
ISL driver must also reside within the lowest 256 
Kbyte of memory. Multiple ISL-11 devices on a 
single workstation are currently constrained to 
Identical UART settings. The ISL-11 has four 
Interrupt vectors: two for send transmissions and 
two for receive transmissions. As RSX limits the 
number of Interrupts per device to two, a single 
ISL must be treated as two units. Receive trans
actions occur on even numbered units, and send 
transactions occur on odd numbered units. 

ISL device driver capabilities Include support for 
multiple ISL-11 devices, support of access to a 
single ISL-11 device by multiple tasks, transmis
sion rates up to 19.2K baud, and a flexible user 
interface. This user Interface allows loading of 
the driver when needed, automatic Initialization of 
the driver and device, capture of the device by a 
single user task, multiple requests from a single 
task to be outstanding, and cancellation of 
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outstanding requests. In addition, the user Inter
face provides success/failure Information on trans
mission, and monitoring information on transmit/ 
receive completion. 

Workstation Application Tasks 

ISL-11 ISL-11 

K. tL 
ND66L ND66L 

Figure 6. A PHA Communications Handler (PHACH) 
Interfaces the ISL device driver to 
workstation ippH cation code. 

The driver Interface contains the four usual entry 
points required by a driver: I/O Initiator, device 
time-out, cancel I/O, and power failure. 

I/O Initiation entry occurs 1n response to a direct 
010 call to the driver from an application task. 
All phases of the communication process between the 
analyzer and the workstation can be moderated 
through this mechanism. QIO functions defined for 
the ISL driver provide for device Initialization 
and termination, transmission Initialization and 
cancellation, and statistics monitoring. The func
tions supported by the ISL driver are discussed 
below. 

Function Purpose 

IO.INL Initializes the ISL-11 device and the 
ISL driver. The currently active I/O 
transmissions are aborted. Queued but 
not yet active I/O requests are not 
cancelled. Monitoring statistics are 
zeroed. On completion. I f there were 
no queued requests, the device 1s 
operationally 1n an idle mode awaiting 
a transmission request. Otherwise, the 
driver commences processing of the 
queued requests. This call must be 
made on both channels whenever used. 
The receiver channel must be the first 
call , the sender channel must be the 
second call. 

I0.TRH Terminates all activity on the ISL-11 
device. The currently active I/O 
transmissions are aborted. Queued but 
no. yet active 1/0 requests are not 
cancelled, but neither will they be 
processed until function IO.INL Is 
called. 

I0.KIL .Cancels outstanding I/O transmissions. 
Both queued and active requests will be 
deleted. 

IO.ATT Attaches the ISL device to a single 
task. If the device 1s already 
attached, the request 1s queued by the 
monitor until the device becomes avail
able . 

IO.DET Detaches the ISL device from a task. 

I0.WLB Sends a transmission over the ISL-11 
link. 

I0.RLB Posts a buffer to be filled upon 
completion of a receive transmission 
frcvn the ISL-11.. 

10.SEC Returns monitoring statistics to the 
application program. 

Entry to the Cancel I/O code occurs 1n response to 
a request to ki l l the active transmission. Two 
techniques gain entry: the issuance by an applica
tion task of a QIO call with function IO.KIL or an 
MCR ABORT command. The current transmission Is 
aborted If the requesting task owns the current I/O 
transmission. Queued but not yet active I/O trans
missions are also aborted. Cancel I/O entry will 
occur only If an active I/O 1s 1n progress. The 
QIO call with function IO.KIL Is used by an appli
cation task to cancel outstanding transmission 
requests for a particular unit. Since the ISL 
device 1s logically divided Into two units, a call 
to each unit 1s required to totally eliminate all 
outstanding requests for the ISL channel. 

Device time-out entry occurs In response to a time
out on a send transmission from the workstation to 
the analyzer. When a send operation 1s Initiated, 
a time-out count 1s established. If an IO.WLB 
function falls to execute within the specified time 
Interval, the RSX Executive notes the time lapse 
and calls the driver at this entry point. I/O pro
cessing Is completed for the faulty I/O packet 
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transmission and a status code 1s returned 1n the 
status buffer. 
Entry to the power failure code occurs automatic
ally when the driver 1s loaded with the NCR LOAD 
command or when a power failure occurs. All 
devices defined 1n the driver database are Ini
tialized. The driver Internal state 1s Initialized 
and statistical Information 1s zeroed. The device 
1s operationally 1n an Idle mode awaiting a trans
mission request. This entry point can also be 
entered via the QIO call IO.INL specifically 
designed to Initialize the ISL-11 and the I/O 
driver. 
The ISL device Interrupt routines are entered by a 
hardware interrupt from the analyzer or when a com
munication sequence between the ND66L and the work
station (previously Initiated by the driver) com
pletes Its I/O operation. 
The workstation Interacts with the ND66L using 
application code designed to Interface directly to 
the ISL driver. 

APPLICATION CODE 
Our application code consists of Intercommunicating 
tasks which Interact with scientists, maintain 
counting schedules, execute counts, and gather and 
forward data to a VAX for archiving and data reduc
tion (see Figure 6). Interaction of these tasks 1s 
driven by an Executive Application Task (EAT), an 
application task Implemented by the NCCF design 
team. An EAT 1s written to suit the needs of a 
specific user of the NCCF-Net. The EAT controls 
every aspect of the workstation. It includes code 
to define device-specific parameters, set up 
experiments, dump spectra, and process software 
Interrupts. It also controls quality assurance 
testing of data, data archiving, data storage, and 
system diagnostics. Multiple EATs are envisioned 
to exist on a workstation, thus allowing control of 
the NCCF-Net by several users according to the 
design of the EAT. All code which users may wish 
to modify at some future time 1s written 1n FORTRAN 
77 to facilitate easier understanding/modification 
by the user. FORTRAN 77 1s the language most 
widely understood by users of the NCCF-Net. 
The EAT Interacts with the ISL driver through the 
PHA Communications Handler task (PHACH). The EAT 
Incorporates functional routines which handle 
specific chores for a PHA. Functional routines 
Issue device-specific commands to the PHACH which 
1n turn formats ND66L commands to be Issued to the 
PHA. The PHACH controls all Interaction between 
the ISL driver and the workstation application 
code. It buffers all I/O to and from the driver. 
This Includes commands, data, spectra read Into or 
out of the analyzer, and PHA hardware Interrupts 
fielded by the ISL driver. Hardware Interrupts are 
returned as software Interrupts to the EAT. 
The PHACH Interfaces to the ISL driver through the 
use of RSX QIO system calls. The QIO directive 
forces all I/O requests from a user task to go 
through the RSX System Executive. The RSX Execu
tive works to prevent tasks from destructively 
interfering with each other and with the RSX Execu
tive Itself. QIO calls Interact with the driver 
according to design specifications of the driver. 
The PHACH acts as a traffic cop between the ISL 

driver and application code wishing to communicate 
to a PHA. The PHACH funnels commands Into the ISL 
driver and then acts as a fan-out when returning 
data from a PHA to a specific application task. 
The maximum data length of any I/O buffer trans
mitted between the ISL driver and the PHACH 1s 512 
bytes. This adheres to the prescribed format of 
serial line communications from the N066L. When 
processing I/O from the ND66L, the ISL driver 
strips off the DDCHP protocol and returns to the 
PHACH only the ND66L message overlayed by the NDCMP 
transport protocol. The PHACH uses the NDCMP pro
tocol for message typing and data control. The 
PHACH then proceeds to parse the ND66L message and 
formulate a response to be returned either to upper 
level application tasks or the ND66L depending upon 
the message type. A storage buffer for messages 
received from the ND66L is always posted to the 
ISL-11 card by the PHACH. All ISL-11 I/O received 
by the ISL driver 1s checked for validity and pro
cessed according to its data type. 

The PHACH 1s written to process only one functional 
command at a time. Functional commands come from 
upper level application tasks. These commands are 
designed to implement N066L functions available to 
users of the ND66L. Since only one PHA command 1s 
processed at any one time by the PHACH, the PHACH 
is designed to queue all commands received while a 
command 1s being processed. 
All tasks which must communicate with other tasks 
use the RSX directives RCST$ and SDAT$ to send and 
receive messages. These directives allow tasks to 
take advantage of the I/O queuing mechanism sup
ported by RSX. This queuing mechanism allows 
multiple messages to be outstanding to a particular 
task thus preventing loss of messages. This task-
to-task communication allows our application soft
ware to process task messages as they are pulled 
from the queue for a particular task. This queuing 
mechanism also allows application software to queue 
a message and continue with the task at hand. All 
tasks, when not processing a message, are in a dor
mant state ready to become active upon reception of 
a task communication. 
Interrupt support 1s made available between the ISL 
driver and the PHACH through the use of asynchro
nous system trap (AST) handling provided by the RSX 
operating system. Since AST support 1s only avail
able using the macro Interfaces provided by DEC, we 
designed and implemented FORTRAN callable routines 
which made use of the macro AST support routines. 
This method 1s currently being Implemented with 
various application tasks Including the PHACH which 
relies heavily on AST support. This support In
cludes time-outs on command processing, time-outs 
on message transmission between tasks and I/O 
drivers, unsolicited software interrupts from the 
ISL driver, and message synchronization between the 
ISL driver and the PHACH. 
The PHACH incorporates functional commands to 
establish a logical software link cross-reference 
table between the workstation and the PHA devices. 
This 1s essentially a table Unking ISL-11 devices 
to Executive Application Tasks. This is a very 
Important feature of the PHACH which allows an EAT 
to control a specific acquisition Interface on the 
ND66L. The table also serves as a cross-reference 
table for the PHACH 1n returning ND66L service 
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request messages from a specific acquisition inter
face on the analyzer to the appropriate EAT. 

CONCLUSION 

A prototype workstation attached to an ND66L pulse 
height analyzer has been Implemented and has been 
shown to meet a l l cr i ter ia of the Nuclear Chemistry 
Upgrade Project. The ISL-11 communlcation card and 
I ts associated device driver have been operating on 
the workstation 1n a most reliable manner. The 
design and Implementation of the ISL-11 driver has 
met the needs of the Nuclear Chemistry Counting 
Faci l i ty . The design of the workstation. I ts con
trol of attached Instrumentation, I ts application 
software, the ISL-11 and I ts device dr iver , and the 
Implementation of the workstation with the NCCF-Net 
are proving to be a system which 1s re l iab le , main
tainable, and usable. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work 
sponsored by an agency of the United States Govern
ment. Neither the United States Government nor the 
University of California nor any of their employ
ees, makes any warranty, express or Implied, or 
assumes any legal l i ab i l i t y or responsibility for 
the accuracy, completeness, or the usefulness of 
any Information, apparatus, product, or process 
disclosed, or represents that I ts use would not 
Infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein 
to any specific commercial products, process, or 
service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or 
otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply 
i ts endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors 
expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government 
thereof, and shall not be used for advertising or 
product endorsement purposes. 
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